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Your mistake was playing with someone who uses writing to 

process emotions.

Now everything you did is immortalised on these pages

and everyone who wants can read

how you tore me down without even caring what you broke

– I will let the world know
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1 Perfume
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I do stupid things when left alone.

You know… 

like walking against a door,

tripping on my own feet, 

bumping my toes against a corner,

drinking a bit too much, 

acting a bit too crazy,

falling for boys I have no chance with,

buying one too many snacks …

That kind of stuff.

Bottom line; don’t leave me alone.
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I never meant to fall for you

But you smiled and your arms were warm 

and for a moment I believed I could be happy too.
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I knew I was doomed 

when all the sadness and anger I felt for years calmed down 

when his arms were around me

You calmed me down when my world crumbled
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You make me happy with the littlest things.

The hold you have over my heart is ginormous,

please do not break it.

You have no idea how much you mean to me
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I didn’t believe in soulmates until I met you.
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You are the reason I smile like an idiot when my phone lights up 

with a message.

People ask me who you are, but I want to keep you for myself just a 

little bit longer
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Every time we talk,

every time we lock eyes,

every time I simply think of you,

I cannot help falling in love with you.

Take my whole life too


